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            Find Suitable Drug & Alcohol Addiction Rehabs for Your Needs

            We believe everyone has the chance to turn their situation around with substance misuse, no matter how complicated their current situation may be. OK Rehab helps by offering an advisory and referral service for people seeking treatment.

            Call us now
            Learn more
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               UK Addiction Help For Myself
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               UK Addiction Help For A Loved One
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               UK Addiction Help For My Client

            

            
         

         




   
      
         
            Patching lives back together. Offering substance misuse treatment via our partner clinics that promotes lifestyle changes.

            Learn about how we assist people in rebuilding their lives through our advisory and referral service. Addiction treatment should not just be about attending meetings or seeing a 'professional'. Instead, treatment needs to be accompanied by deep and lasting lifestyle changes, including a shift in what you feel you are capable of achieving.

            View Our Mission
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            WATCH OUR VIDEO
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               Alcohol Rehab

               Alcohol rehabilitation is a long-term process. An alcohol rehab takes places following the completion of an alcohol detox. Whilst an alcohol detox is medical procedure, alcohol rehab is a life-long process. Alcohol rehab at a residential clinic combines physical, mental and spiritual rehabilitation. You will benefit from evidencie-based therapies, as well as holistic therapies and 12-step programmes.
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               Alcohol Detox

               Alcohol is a physically addictive substance. If you or a loved-one are alcohol dependent, then the safest way to manage the alcohol withdrawal process is to undergo a medicated alcohol detox under supervised conditions. At OK Rehab, we are able to arrange for you to under a medical alcohol detox either at your own home, or within a residential detox clinic setting.
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               Drug Rehab

               Many drugs are physcially addictive. This includes an addiction to heroin, benzodiazopines, as well as many common prescription medications. A drug rehab proceeds the drug detox process, and drug rehab helps you recover from a physical, mental and spiritual perspective. 

             
            

               

   



	
		

		
		
	

	

   
      
         
            Who Are We?

            What is OK Rehab?

            We are

OK Rehab is a recovery advocate service. OK Rehab was founded by people who are living their lives ‘in recovery’. We aim to offer addiction treatment options for all, no matter what the situation they may be facing right now. All of our helpline advisors have ‘wore the t-shirt when it comes to issues surrounding addiction, including being ‘helpless’, ‘hopeless’, and ‘homeless’. We act as a referral and advisory service in helping signpost your a variety of addiction treatments.

Learn More

How we help

We help facilitate treatment for anyone who actively wants to stop using drugs or drinking alcohol. This desire is often easier said than done. If your loved one is in denial about his or her addiction, then we are also able to assist via an intervention programme. We do not offer specific health advice, nor are we a remote clinical advice service (RCA). We can, with your consent, pass your details to our partners that can offer this.

Learn More

Who we help

We help individuals seeking to self-refer themselves into addiction treatment. We also help concerned third parties, such as loved ones, friends, co-workers, and employers who wish to help a person accept the need for addiction treatment.

Learn More
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               Ready to get help for addiction?

               Contact us
            

         

      

   




   
      
         
            About us

            OK Rehab is a helpline solely made up of people who have experienced addiction themselves. At OK Rehab, we know there is no 'cure' for addiction. Instead, we believe addiction is a chronic and life-long addiction those in recovery must constantly guard against in order to prevent relapse.   We can, with your consent, pass your details to our partners that can offer this. We receive a commission if you begin treatment with a fee-paying provider. Learn more here.

          Learn More
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            Addiction Rehab for Teens

            Witnessing a teen or young adult's descent into addiction is heart-breaking. For this reason, we have identified specialist treatment providers who are able to assist with the process of helping teens and young adult's re-set their lifestyles without using drugs and drinking alcohol.

            LEARN MORE
         

      

   




   
      
         
            Group therapy for addiction

            Group therapy is an integral part of modern addiction therapy. Peer learning and insight discovery is often far more powerful compared to the more traditional approach of sitting in one-to-one therapy sessions with a registered addiction therapist or counsellor.

            LEARN MORE
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            "We Believe Your Recovery is Possible"

         

      

   




   
      
         
            Find Local Help for Addiction

            This is a list of rehab centres that offer support for substance abuse. Click on your state to find addiction treatment resources near you. We are able to recommend fee-paying and free treatments, depending on your needs.
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            Read Our Latest Substance Recovery News
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                                                            March 27, 2024 - Ray Sadoun
                              What is the Role of a Psychiatrist in Addiction Treatment?

                              
There was a time not so long ago when the prospect of using psychiatry to treat addiction would have been seen as baffling. Rather than seen as a brain disease [1], Substance Use Disorders were viewed as moral weaknesses needing spiritual treatment rather than psychiatric care. Thankfully, increased medical knowledge has updated the principles of […]
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                                                            March 20, 2024 - Ray Sadoun
                              One Year of Sobriety: What You Can Expect When You Quit Drinking

                              
8 million people are drinking harmful amounts in the UK.[1] It’s safe to assume that many of these are heavy drinkers. Some people might access recovery support, but thousands go under the radar as functioning drinkers. Whether you’re getting professional help or not at the moment, if you drink regularly, it’s helpful to know how quitting […]
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                                                            March 13, 2024 - Ray Sadoun
                              What is Physical Dependence: Signs, Symptoms, Prevention & Treatment

                              
When navigating the world of substance misuse treatment, “physical dependence” is a term that crops up frequently. Whether it’s in an online forum or a doctor’s office, you’ll likely hear the word “dependence” used to indicate a cause for concern. Thankfully, several medical authorities provide a concise definition of physical dependence. The National Institute on […]
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                                                            March 6, 2024 - Ray Sadoun
                              What is Codependency?

                              
It’s likely that if you love someone who has an addiction you may have heard the term “codependency“. It’s a type of relationship dynamic that can occur between two individuals that, while they love each other, aren’t healthy and can lead to many problems. Research shows codependency is not often identified when people seek help. […]
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            Volunteering at Drug & Alcohol Rehab

            Giving back to the community who assisted you in gaining your recovery is an effective way to sustain your own recovery and prevent relapse. Learn about volunteering options within the drug and alcohol treatment sector.

            Be a Part Of It
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            SIGN UP TO OUR NEWSLETTER

            By signing up to our newsletter, you can get all our latest news and blog posts directed straight into your inbox.
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            Find out how we will use your information in our Privacy Policy. If you are under 18, please make sure you have your parents’ permission before providing us with any personal details.
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                        Address

                                                   48B Gun Street, London, E1 6AH

                                                Phone

                                                   Freephone:
                           0800 326 5559

                        
                                                   International:
                           0330 333 8188

                                             

                  

               

               

                                       Rehab Programme
	Dual Diagnosis Treatment
	Women-Only Rehab
	Subutex Assisted Heroin/Opioid Detox
	Men-Only Rehab
	Chlordiazepoxide/Librium For Alcohol Detox
	Aftercare After Rehab
	Codeine Rehab
	Alcohol Detox
	Alcohol Rehab
	Cannabis Rehab
	Drug Rehab
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